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About This Game

Alien Breed™ 3: Descent is the final explosive chapter in the Alien Breed™ series, and is a science fiction arcade-shooter with
an epic story, swarms of highly intelligent alien enemies, high-impact weapons and stunning environments, developed using

Epic Games' Unreal® Engine 3. Descend into hell and once again take control of the hero, Conrad, the ship’s Chief Engineer, in
his last stand against the savage alien horde. While the doomed vessel, the Leopold, and the alien space craft plunge deeper into
the planet’s atmosphere, with an icy ocean promising a watery grave, you have just hours to defy a grisly death and survive the
alien onslaught for the final time. As you struggle deeper into the sinking alien ship, through the freezing waters flooding every

corridor, the horrifying truth surrounding the existence of the Breed is finally uncovered… In addition to the thrilling
conclusion to the single-player campaign and the relentless and competitive “Survivor” modes, the game offers action-packed,

two-player online co-operative battle modes.

Key Features

Alien Breed™ 3: Descent - The stunning final chapter in the Alien Breed™ trilogy - an action-packed mix of arcade-
shooter, survival-horror and tactical weapons upgrades and customisation.
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The final descent into hell!

NEW - Set pieces – battle the breed through flooded levels and hull walk sections.

NEW – Third-person action - take control of the hero, Conrad, in the new action-packed, third-person, sections.

NEW – Fight the last stand armed with powerful new weaponry:

The Project X is a ‘BFG’ that vaporizes everything it comes into contact with.

The Electro-Link gun fires bolts of electricity and also sends chain lightning to damage nearby enemies.

NEW – Survive new alien enemies – the ‘Electro-shocker’ and dramatic encounters with the final horrifying
bosses.

Epic single-player Story mode – The final chapter in the single-player campaign mode that concludes the thrilling
narrative of the game through huge and challenging environments, including the new research lab level.

Single-player Survivor mode – Resist endless waves of intense alien horde attacks in specifically designed arena
environments.

Single-player Free-play mode – A single-player challenge mode – beat your high score on a previously completed
campaign mission.

Two-player Co-operative play mode – Work together to defeat the alien horde across three specially customised
assault maps for two players online.

Two-player Co-operative Survivor mode – Join forces online and try to survive three specifically designed arena
environments. Get competitive and challenge others online to beat your survivor abilities on the extensive Leader-
boards.

Additional Online features – Quick Match/Create Game/Friends Lists/Voice Chat/Leader-boards/Steam
Achievements/Co-operative Achievements.

Upgrades shop – Search fallen comrades and lockers to accumulate cash, and then tactically spend it on weapons/kit
upgrades in the in-game shop.

Playable demo/trial – A purpose-designed, action-packed free sample section of Alien Breed™ 3: Descent, called ‘The
Prologue’, which also features a time-limited Survivor mode map.
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If you played Everlasting Summer and wanted to see more of how the harem ending could have gone, I would certainly
recommend this. If you friggin loved Everlasting Summer then this is hands-down a must-play. The music is really really good
too. Very fitting. Kinda wish I could find the soundtrack.. One of the better Nancy Drew games. Keeps you guessing til the end.
Puzzles are great. Characters were fun. Animations are at their best for a ND game.
Telling Ned you don't love him is a pretty satisfying dialogue option.
If you like ND, then get this one.. Lol ik it free but this game actually sucks (cards game only). I♥♥♥♥♥♥myself twice
got everything u need 4 the sp00kaloos for oct :(
. Massive world! Fun, colorful artwork, decent controls, and an all around good feeling. Camera angles can be a problem in
some parts. There are some tweaks that can be made but they are not game breaking. To see a more in depth review and first
look check my video out here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5uSFNCs1is. This was one of my all-time favorite SNES
titles as a child.

I nearly lost my♥♥♥♥♥♥when I found out Ubisoft was remaking it.

. I really enjoyed Xortex from the lab and although this uses the same mechanic, its still really fun. There are lots of different
upgrades to try and a few unlockable ships. The ships were hard to unlock, but at least I didn't breeze through the game too
quickly. Right now, I'd say its worth it for the price but would like to see added content in the future.. IT'S A FLY!!!! CALLED
FERGUS!!!!!!. Free to play but not pay to win!!, really interessting Idea for PvP and gameplay in generall, worth to check out
cause its pretty fun :3. Was this designed by a 3 year old? I mean there isn't ONE SINGLE F'ING color that goes along with
another.
It's so appalling to watch this garbage. It's something a special ed autistic kid would draw up on MS Paint.

The game itself? It's more demanding than any current Gen AAA titles. My computer is dying trying to run this garbage.

The music? You really can't call it that. It's what you'd expect to hear if you gave a ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ person a xylophone.

The good part? It came with an extra chromossome DLC.
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10/10 got my♥♥♥♥♥♥stuck in the Keyboard. i watch this display ad showing.
I decide take a risk to purchese.
when i ready to play and it's seem
hard to play. im still struggle to slow it
down on bar speed or etc. I dont get it.
I hope the delvper can fix something
improvement. on other hand, i Like
the games but need improvment.. With over 2 million copies sold, the new episode of the most internationally successful
S.T.A.L.K.E.R. series seamlessly connects to the first part of the Shadow of Chernobyl. S.T.A.L.K.E.R.: Call of Pripyat takes
PC gamers once again into the vicinity of the Chernobyl nuclear reactor that exploded in 1986.. The music alone provides a
level of nostalgia that only Disney can provide. Same as with the other early Disney movie to video game adaptations this is a
fun side scroller that uses the music from the movie.

From getting trolled by Phil for sucking in the tutorial to getting yelled at by Meg for sitting on the password screen for too long,
the game has a ton of laughs built in.

. I would recommend this game to anyone who owns a VR headset. It's fun, funny, and just an all out amazing game. And I do
think it is worth the $30.00 that it costed.. This is a nice arcade party game. I think in the future, it would be helpful to make the
courts wider, as the play can degrade into literal clouds of dust too often.

and as with an Alpha, there are moments where you just need to shut things down. All in all though, this is a fun concept that's
executed fairly well.. user friendly , esay to learn and use , with HD outPut !!!!

some idiot said window movie maker is better than this !!!!!!???????

movie maker ~ do not have HD output !!!!!
  only can have 1 audio track !!!!!!

Video Deluxe is not for who just want to make a family video for fun !!!!!!!!

when you want to make a gameplay movie , DON'T USE window movie maker !!!!!!!!

IF you keep crashing , please upgrade ur PC !!!!!!

i use Video Deluxe daily to create my Elite dangerous fan-make story , Fun and Interesting

Avery good software !!!!!!. it's llike the shoot them ups of old, feels good.. For a 3.4mb game it's really fun, better buy at a sale,
i'd say. Anyway, good luck and lot of patience!. No much English review so I'm adding one.

First of all, this is the BEST Chinese ARPG game out there!

You can't find the same art style in other games, it's just stunning beautiful while keeping most of the scenes in Chinese ancient
theme.

The dialog/audio is in high quality, it feels natural and align with each role's charcter. There are full of surprises in the story line
as well.

BTW I love the background music!

The real time combat system and the control feels really smooth and keep me exciting, especially in the boss fight. Bosses' skills
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are variant so you have to think the strategy when fight them. I'd like to mention though it feels a bit clumsy you can't use the
treasure scan ability while aiming destructable with knife during treasure hunt. There are some fun mini games in there as well:
fishing, puzzle resolving, cards, traditional Chinese puppet show, etc.

I've bought the official original version, but I want to buy steam version as well to review and to support the team!

It's a huge pity there is no other languages other than Simplified Chinese. I really hope they can add other languages at least
English subtitle so player in the world outside of China can also understand&enjoy this master piece.

A tip for developer for how to earn money if you can see this: Try to port it to X1 and PS4 along with other languages support.
There are so many more console players than pc worldwide outside of China who are into these kind of ARPG games, and it's a
fresh style for them! You should just try that!

Edit: Just found out that they will add English subtitle.
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